
I t 's  different depending on our perceptions and is often connected to our
physical attributes .  Our tendency is to think that the feminine should be
under the radar and low-key,  which is very limiting.  Natural and
cultural beliefs also influence how we perceive our feminine .  Therefore ,
to overcome the limits of your perceptions ,  physical attributes ,  and
natural and cultural beliefs ,  you need to first let go of them.
Your success often will  thrive when you get into your masculine ,  e .g .
going the extra drive ,  and actively working to make things happen.
However ,  this part of us is not satiable .  
In this l ifetime,  the feminine energy functions as your soul ’s lesson.  For
your soul to progress ,  you need to harness this energy.
Being in the opposing (masculine) energy will  lead to a burnout because
when you work,  you don’t work for your soul but for your ego.  The more
that you are locked in to your masculine energy,  the more you lose
connection with your intuition and what you really want .
This also leads to a lack of fulfi l lment .  Operating and working under the
masculine allows you to 'check all  the boxes'  for everything you're
conditioned to want but you will  not be fulfi l l ing your soul ’s purpose .

What does it  mean to be in your feminine ,  and what is its importance?

Read on to the next page for examples of how to better tap into your
feminine energy. . .
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Slow down: give yourself space ,  by allowing yourself to just breathe .
Do something that brings you joy.
Get creative: e .g .  art ,  dancing etc .  and allow yourself to tap more into
the creative energy.  This will  take you out of the logical brain and
allow you to play.
Bring more pleasure into your life:  create a pleasure practice
checklist ,  e .g .  sitt ing in the beach,  sitt ing in your pajamas ,  laying out
in the sun etc .
To embody your femininity in your beauty space ,  think more about
how to get creative with your look.  E .g . ,  play with how you feel with
certain makeup styles ,  or clothes .  Notice how does it  makes you feel .
Does it  give into your magnetic ,  receptive self?

Sinking into these activities helps you to become more embodied.  You
learn to l ive with yourself rather than in your head.  Being feminine is
beyond looks and beauty.  I t 's  a deeper process of how you show up.
Notice any resistance that you may have with your feminine .  Ask
yourself why some things are difficult for you and what is your
perception of being feminine? If  you don’t have a productive day,  is
there something that you are afraid of losing? Do you feel worthy and
deserving of this break? These are some of the limiting beliefs to
release to better tap into your feminine being.

So what can you do to tap more into your feminine energy?
1 .
2 .
3 .

4 .

5 .
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